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Teachers’ File

Teachers’ File (TF) contains grammar, exercises and lesson plans based on
the magazine and the CD. TF, along with recording scripts, can be downloaded from
the website www.bridge-online.cz once you register with the password: secret.

Grammar Fixer

  

Dear teachers,
Welcome to Grammar Fixer! This is our trial of a new
regular feature where we will revisit a specific area of
grammar. Each Grammar Fixer will include a simple outline
of the relevant grammar, a connection to an article in
the magazine, and a set of practice activities. We hope
you like this trial version. Of course, this is a Teachers’

File feature: our aim is to help you in the classroom. As
such, we will gladly welcome any comments you may
have or suggestions for how it could be made even more
helpful to you.
Yours sincerely,
Team Bridge

The Future
In this Grammar Fixer, we’re going to look at some of the main ways we talk about future
expectations and predictions. Use the article “Going to Get It Right One Day” on p. 23.

“Will” and other modals
for predictions and expectations
Will
Will suggests that you know something for a fact.
“We will all die one day.”
Of course, in the real world we sometimes say that
we know things for a fact when really we don’t.
That’s OK. Will is also used for strong expectations.
“Don’t do that. You’ll hurt someone.”
One common reason for being “sure” about
a prediction is that it’s based on a firm
arrangement, timetable or programme.
“He’ll be here soon. He’s on the bus already.”

Should
Should means something like “if everything goes as
planned” or “if nothing surprising happens”.
“He should be here soon. He hasn’t told me about
any reason he might be late.”

Might and could
Might and could are for possibilities. They have
different meanings but often overlap.
Might is for when we don’t know enough facts for
a strong prediction.

Present simple
for fixed future events
Present simple is one option when talking about things that
are firmly scheduled and that cannot be changed. We use
a time expression (e.g. tomorrow, on Monday…) to show that it
is a future context.
“I have extra English tuition this evening.”

Present continuous and
“be going to [do]” for expectations
Present continuous can only be used for expectations based
on plans or timetables.
“Mike’s staying with us next weekend.”
“Be going to [do]” can be used for predictions and
expectations that are based on any kind of evidence. This can
include plans, but it can also include unplannable things:
“They’re going to kill each other one day.”
“It’s going to rain.”

“Be about to [do]”
This is used for talking about the very near future (usually
a few seconds or minutes away) for predictions based on what
we can see or feel.
“Look, they’re about to kiss.”

Could means something is a practical possibility
(i.e. something “not impossible”).

“Quick, pass me the bucket. I’m about to be sick!”

“Take an umbrella. It might/could rain later.” –
It’s spring and we don’t live in a desert.

TASK
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Turn to page 23 of the magazine and read the article.
Underline all the verb forms that are used to talk about
the future. Which of these use cases are they?
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Grammar Checker
The Future: Predictions
and Intentions – Practice
In sentences 1–20 choose the best option – the one that
makes most sense for the context.
Example: I should / am going to be there at 6, but I will / might be a few minutes late.
1 The plane is flying low as it comes closer to the airport. It is about to / might land.
2 What are you doing / will you do this summer?
3 I am going to / will go to France.
4 I’m sorry. I won’t / might not do it again.
5 Give me two minutes, OK? I am about to / will finish this.
6 I can’t come out tonight. I am going to / will have dinner with my boyfriend.
7 Hurry up! The bus is going to / might be here in a minute.
8 I can’t talk for long. I am about to / might go out.
9 I will / might probably finish my homework in time.
10 Supper is about to / will be ready in an hour.
11 She will / may definitely be there.
12 I will / should be there by 6, but it depends on the traffic.
13 I hope we will / should see you at the party.
14 Are you coming / Will you come to school tomorrow?
15 I don’t want to go to the dentist! He might / is about to drill my teeth.
16 This should / might hurt. Please don’t scream!
17 Wait for me, OK? I might not / won’t be more than a minute or two late.
18 Yes, I’d love to come! I might / should forget, though – can you send me a Whatsapp message to remind me, please?
19 Sorry, Tim, I’m still waiting for the bus. I’m afraid I am about / going to be a few minutes late.
20 I just saw the weather forecast. It should / might be a lovely day, so you don’t need to bring an umbrella.
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The Great Big Crossword of the Issue
The basics
Answers go across (left to right) or
down (top to bottom), starting in
the numbered square for that clue.
The numbers in brackets tell you
how many letters are in the answer.
(3, 3) means the answer is two
3-letter words.
Use one letter per square. Do NOT
use any spaces or hyphens
in the answers (for example,
“tip‑top shape” would be written
“tiptopshape”).
(anag.) means “anagram”, e.g. Tega
(anag.) could be “Gate”.

Hints and tips
Remember, crossword clues are
like little puzzles (especially when
the clue has a question mark at
the end).
Example: Begird (anag.) – A magazine
that crosses a river? (6)
Answer: BRIDGE. “Bridge” is an
anagram of “begird”; Bridge is
the name of the magazine; and
a bridge crosses a river.
Every answer in this puzzle is
somewhere in the May‑June 2018
issue of Bridge. The clues often
contain a hint about where in
the magazine you might find
the answer.
Read through all the clues before you
start. Some are easier than others.
Try working as a team. You have
60 answers to find and a whole issue
of the magazine to search, so working
together is probably the best way to
do it.
Use a pencil so you can correct any
mistakes. If two answers don’t fit
together, one of them must be wrong.

Across
1
3
5
7
13
14
15
17
18
19
21
23
24
28
29
30
32
36
37
39
40
41
43
46
48
49
50
52
53
55
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Down

Anyone can sing at this event (4, 3)
Secretly carry across a border (7)
A big, inspiring song or track,
sometimes national (6)
Thick, warm bed cover, possibly
filled with feathers (5)
Official number of Star Wars
movies – until this summer (3)
A pleasing smell, usually (5)
Short holiday in an urban area
(4, 5)
Irish George known for his plays (4)
Princes and princesses line up
for this royal seat (6)
Comfort lover happy not to go
out (8)
Devilish friends of the singer
Aurora (6)
Interconnected lines, of
transport for example (7)
A learned ability (5)
Future food source? Only in
the ’60s! (5, 3)
Fried dessert with a misleading
name (6, 4)
Mountain set (5)
A teacher, especially in a physical
activity (10)
Established cultural habits and
behaviours (7)
Cut short, like an Aussie (10)
A political realist not strongly
wedded to ideals (10)
Toronto is bigger, but this is
the capital (6)
Ten years (6)
Quiet little dogs? Nope – a fried
snack (11)
Long, slow, emotional song (6)
Cosplay ape (anag.) – The end of
civilization (11)
No Marge, this American
Simpson married a king (6)
Bird’s movie soon to get a sequel
(3, 11)
Story (4)
Expensive, beautiful – and
hidden in electronics (4)
Indoor shoes (8)

3

2
3
4
6
8
9
10
11
12
15
16
20
21
22
25
26
27
31
33
34
35
38
39
42
44
45
47
51
52
54

Find your way, on water, in
the air – even underground (8)
Football-playing bird from
Seattle? (7)
Borrow – at a price (4)
It’s attractive, if you’re metal
enough (6)
Child of the streets (5)
Light, dark, light, dark – or climb
on the first attempt (5)
What you wear, or where you
hang it (8)
Could you stomach this offal
dish? Liam could! (6)
American mobile (4, 5)
A cabbage, carrot and
mayonnaise salad (8)
Fast cook in oil or butter (3)
American word for football (6)
First (book, album etc.) (5)
Part rock, part ice (in climbing)
(5, 5)
This Lizzy might jump rope with
you (4, 3, 3)
Ugh! A strong dislike (of coffee,
for example) (7)
Like a bad dream (for Parva) (11)
Afraid to fall? With this, you
needn’t be (5, 3)
Wooden house, in the woods for
example (5)
Queen, king, president (4, 2, 5)
Thin at one end, thick at the other,
weird choice for Lenny (5)
This Alex expected great success
for his invention (4)
Young and incredibly gifted, at
maths or music for example (7)
Lithium battery also needs this
Congolese metal (6)
Tear, e.g. fabric or paper (3)
It’s French, but not as we know it
(9)
Angry app could make two
people happy? (5)
Australian reptile – or just ugly
shoes (5)
Petrol or diesel? Fill this up for
a long road trip (4)
An untruth, or to speak one (3)
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The Great Big Crossword of the Issue
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12

13

14

15
16

17

18
19

20

23

24

21

22

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
32

33

34

35
36

38
41

37

39

40

42
43

44

45

46
47

48

49
50

51

52
53

54

Bonus Joke!
Q: Where will you find a duck with no legs?
A: Solve the puzzle and read the highlighted letters to find
the punchline.
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LESSON PLAN 1

Shopping

Level: B1 Time: 45 minutes
Lesson Aims
Students will be able to:
• name various types of shops in English
• compare the content of a written text and spoken dialogue
• role-play dialogues related to shopping
MATERIALS: Article “Not on the High Street” on p. 16, CD track 8, handouts

WARM-UP

WEIRD SHOPS – READING

3–6 mins

5–10 mins individual work

Handout A

p. 16

pair work / whole class speaking

Put students into pairs and distribute the cards from HANDOUT A
(one card per student). Tell students not to show their card to
their partner. Their partner must ask yes/no questions until they
guess the type of shop (e.g. “Does the shop sell food? Can I buy
vegetables there?”). Afterwards they swap roles.
Alternatively, a student with a card can go to the blackboard
and the whole class can ask questions. You may want to use
a counting rhyme (e.g. “Eeny Meeny Miney Mo”) to choose the
students to go to the board.
Note	Most of the shop names are in BrE, but consider AmE
expressions (bookstore etc.) correct answers too, of course.

reading, listening
Ask half of the class (for example, the half on
the left side) to read the first article (Funny and
Creepy) and half the class to read the second one
(Christmas 365 Days a Year). When students finish
reading, read the following statements aloud, one
by one. If students think the statement is true
about their shop (the one they read about), they
should stand up. Then they sit down again and wait
for you to read the next statement.
• The shop is in Great Britain.
(Funny and Creepy)

WEIRD SHOPS – INTRO 1

• You can hear songs in the shop.
(Christmas 365 Days a Year)

2–3 mins

• The author bought something in the shop.
(Funny and Creepy)

p. 16

whole class speaking

Tell students to open their magazines to page 16 and ask
somebody to read the title (“Not on the High Street – Shops to
Remember”). Make sure students understand the phrase “high
street” (literally a street where the most important shops and
businesses in a town are; more figuratively, conventional shops
in general). Then focus on the phrase “shops to remember”
and ask the class about shops they cannot forget. (“Have
you ever visited a shop you’ve never forgotten, perhaps while
travelling or on holiday? What is the strangest / funniest /
most memorable shop you’ve ever visited?”)

WEIRD SHOPS – INTRO 2
p. 16

2–5 mins

whole class speaking

Put the students into pairs. Tell them they are going to buy
presents for their families, and they only have time to go to
one of these two shops. They have to go together, so they need
to agree on which one. They should look only at the photos
and titles on p. 16 (without reading the articles). Give them
a minute to discuss the choice.
Then ask the whole class: “Who chose the first shop?” (Students
raise their hands.) “And who chose the second shop?” (Students
raise their hands again.) Now say that the whole class can
only go to one shop. Elicit reasons for choosing one shop over
another, then hold a class vote over which shop to go to.
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• The shop is unusual.
(Funny and Creepy + Christmas 365 Days a Year)
• The author mentions other visitors to the shop.
(Funny and Creepy)
• There are things made from natural materials.
(Funny and Creepy + Christmas 365 Days
a Year – in the first article such materials
are not explicitly mentioned, but the stuffed
animals can qualify as such)
• The author recommends visiting the shop.
(Christmas 365 Days a Year – in the other article
he just says he likes visiting the shop)
• The shop is big.
(Christmas 365 Days a Year)
• The author has visited the shop more than once.
(Funny and Creepy)
• There is at least one model of a person in
the shop.
(Funny and Creepy [clown] + Christmas 365 Days
a Year [Santas])
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SHOPPING – ROLE PLAY (version 1)

ANOTHER UNUSUAL SHOP

7–15 mins group work speaking

5–8 mins individual work reading, listening

Tell the students that some of them are going to be shop
assistants and the rest are going to be shoppers. Divide
the class into groups of three or four (two “shoppers”
and either one or two “shop assistants” in each group).

Tell students that they are going to listen to a description
of one more unusual shop the author has visited.
Distribute HANDOUT C and give students some time
to study it. There is information about the shop, but
each sentence contains one mistake. As students listen,
they should correct the mistakes. Let them listen to
the recording twice and then do feedback.

Handout B1, B2

CD track 8

Give each shop assistant (or pair of shop assistants)
a full set of Assistant Cards (HANDOUT B1). The cards
should be shuffled and face down. Each shopper draws
a Character Card (HANDOUT B2). They should not show
this to anyone.

Handout C

Correct phrases: 1 Terry’s Socks; 2 for a tram; 3 more than 20,000;
4 about 7,000; 5 French film; 6 from the 1970s; 7 Western movies; 8 are
not cheap / are expensive

In each group, the pair of shoppers should enter
the “shop” together. They should stay in character while
asking the shop assistant about the things in the shop.
The assistant should turn over one card at a time and try
to persuade the shoppers to buy the items available.

A BIZARRE BUY
Handout D

the rest of the lesson / homework
individual work writing

SHOPPING – ROLE PLAY (version 2)

In one of the articles, the author speaks about buying
a mummified piglet and a little clown playing a drum.
Ask students to describe the strangest or craziest thing
they’ve ever bought. (How long their text should be
depends on how much time there is and how advanced
the students are.) Tell students that they can let their
imagination run free – they don’t need to describe
a thing they really bought, they can make it up.

Handout B3

7–15 mins pair work writing, speaking
This alternative role-play is directly connected with
the article “Not on the High Street – Shops to Remember”.
Put students into pairs and let each pair blindly take one
slip of paper from HANDOUT B3. Together, they should
write a short dialogue based on the instructions. Then let
at least a few pairs act their dialogues out.

HANDOUTS
HANDOUT A
bookshop / bookstore

chemist’s / drugstore

corner shop /
grocery store

greengrocer’s

butcher’s

bakery

florist’s / flower shop

clothes shop /
clothing store

shoe shop

second-hand shop
/ charity shop /
thrift store

DIY shop /
hardware store

stationer’s /
stationery store

newsagent’s / newsstand

pet shop

electronics shop

pharmacy

sweet shop / candy store

toy shop

sports shop

department store

shopping centre / mall

jeweller

supermarket

cosmetics shop
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HANDOUT B1

HANDOUT B2

A stuffed rat dressed as
a sailor

You want the person you are with to buy you
a present. Try to make them buy what you want,
but don’t ask for it directly. You like creepy things.

A collection of Albanian folk
songs on vinyl records

You want help choosing a present for your girl/
boyfriend – but your girl/boyfriend is a secret, so
you mustn’t say who the present is for.

An ashtray with “I Love You”
written on it
A kitsch jewellery box
decorated with real baby
teeth
A guide book to the local area,
dated 25 years ago
A clockwork fish wearing
a Santa hat that sings Happy
Birthday To You
A glass with “For My Teeth
Only” written on it, dated 1984
A 1950s plastic love heart with
flashing lights
An antique wooden Santa
A brooch in the shape of
a peacock
A pack of postcards with
famous actors on them

You find everything really interesting but you don’t
have enough money to buy anything. You don’t
want to say that you don’t have money, however.
You completely disagree with your friend about
everything they like, and love everything they hate.
You want to buy a very unusual surprise gift for
the person you are with. Do not tell them, but try
to find out what you should get.
You want to get the person you are with a present
to show you love them. Talk to them to find out
what they like, but don’t let them guess why you
are asking them.
You think the person you are with is in love with
you. You don’t love them, but you don’t want
to say how you feel. You decide to buy them
a present that will say it for you.
You think the person you are with wants to get
you a surprise present. Don’t tell them so, but you
don’t want anything in the shop.
You are secretly in love with your friend. You
decide to buy them a present that will say it for
you. Talk to them about the things in the shop to
find out what they’d like.
You don’t like anything in the shop, but you are
too polite to say so. Try to find something nice to
say about everything.
You want to get a souvenir of your visit. Ask your
friend to help you choose, but then disagree with
everything they say.
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HANDOUT B3
One of you wants to go to a shop with creepy
curiosities (such a stuffed animals and old
dolls) and the other one is against it.

You want to buy a souvenir in a shop with
curiosities (such a stuffed animals, old dolls
and old medical instruments) and need to
agree on something.

Both of you are in a shop with curiosities and
are choosing a gift for a friend.

One of you is a shopping assistant in a shop
with curiosities, the other is a customer.
The shop assistant tries to persuade
the customer to buy something.

It’s summer and one of you really wants to
visit a shop selling Christmas stuff, while
the other one doesn’t.

Both of you are in a Christmas shop and are
choosing a gift to bring your friend as joke in
the middle of the summer.

You are in a Christmas shop; one of you finds
the things there lovely, the other one finds
them very kitsch.

You are choosing a souvenir to buy for
yourself in a Christmas shop during your
summer holiday.

One of you has a lovely midsummer gift for
the other: a very ugly Santa covered with
fake snow!

One of you has a gift for the other:
a mummified piglet!

You are in a shop with curiosities and get scared by a mechanical clown that suddenly starts
laughing next to you.

HANDOUT c

HANDOUT d

Czechoslovak Design Treasures

A Bizarre Buy

Read the following information about an unusual
shop. Each sentence contains one mistake. Listen to
a description of the shop and correct the mistakes.

Write a short text about the strangest or craziest thing
you’ve ever bought. (You can make it up, it doesn’t have
to be a thing you’ve really bought.) In your text, you
should:

1 The shop is called Terry’s Boots.

• say where you bought the thing

2 The author used to look at its window display while
waiting for a bus.

• describe the thing in detail
• say what you like about the thing

3 There is a collection of more than 70,000 film
posters in the shop.

• say what you are going to do with the thing

4 About 700 of the posters are for sale.
5 A poster for a Finnish film is mentioned.
6 The author finds the posters from the 1980s and
earlier especially interesting.
7 There are Czechoslovak posters made for Asian
movies.
8 The posters are cheap.
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LESSON PLAN 2
Level: B1–B2

Fashion

Time: 45–60 minutes

Lesson Aims
Students will be able to:
• compare the content of a conversation and a written text
• talk about fashion
• discuss reasons for likes and dislikes
MATERIALS: Article “Antifashion Icons” on pp. 28–29, CD tracks 13–14, Handouts

WARM-UP

Antifashion Icons 2

2–3 mins whole class speaking

pp. 28–29

Tell the class to stand up, then say, “OK, you can sit
down if you’re wearing…” and add a clothing item and
descriptor. Without being obvious about it, try to make
sure some of the descriptions apply to several people
and a few only to one or two, e.g. “Sit down if you’re
wearing a t-shirt with a picture printed on it… if you’re
wearing green shoelaces…” Check that no one’s cheating.
Do not refer to inappropriate clothing.

10 mins individual work reading
Tell students that the person who wrote the article really
hated all of these outfits, and ask them to predict what
he is complaining about. Elicit a few ideas and put them
on the board (e.g. It’s the jacket, He doesn’t like ripped
jeans…). Now ask students to read the article and test
their predictions. Elicit answers.

LIAM AND AVA 1

ANTIFASHION ICONS 1

pp. 28–29

pp. 28–29

CD track 13

10 mins pair work, whole class

3–5 mins pair work speaking
On the board, write the numbers 1–5. Underneath 1,
write “It’s the pinnacle of style.” Underneath 5, write
“No one should be seen dead in it.” Elicit what these
idioms mean: 1 = it’s amazing (pinnacle is the most
successful or admired part of sth), 5 = it’s awful. Now
put the students into pairs and tell them to open
the magazine to pp. 28–29 and ask look at the pictures.
Remind them that they’re looking at the clothes, not
the people, and ask them to grade the outfits in each
picture. Elicit some answers.

listening, reading
Tell students they are going to listen to two people, Liam
and Ava, talking about the article. Which pictures do they
talk about? Play the dialogue and check the answers. For
each picture mentioned in the recording, check which
item(s) of clothing is (are) specifically criticized. Lead
a brief discussion to see who agrees and disagrees.

LIAM AND AVA 2
CD track 14

Handout A

10 mins pair work, whole class listening

Next, say “What do you think about these outfits?” and
ask them to work together to think of three adjectives
for each outfit. Go round the class and elicit some of
these adjectives. Find out what people like and dislike
about the outfits.

Distribute HANDOUT A. Ask students to match the pictures
to the names. Note that there are more names than
pictures (the clothing names that do not go with
the pictures are made up). Play the recording. Students
should check their answers AND write in the decade that
Liam and Eva associate with each fashion.
Note Several of these styles have been in fashion
at other times. For reference, the pictures for
bellbottoms, platforms, zoot suit and tie-dye are
all much more recent examples. This is deliberate
as the students should get the answers from
the listening and not by looking at the pictures.
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FASHION DESIGNER

Solutions

Handout B

10–15 mins class work, pair work speaking, writing
Ask students to think of different trends, styles and fashions that they know.
Do not restrict this to any specific time. Make notes on the board. Connect
trends (e.g. “hip‑hop/streetwear”) and specific garments (“baseball caps”).
Use this as an opportunity to revise the names of items of clothing. When
you have several trends on the board, ask students to again grade each style
from 1 to 5.
Now put the students back into pairs. Tell them that they are designers and
have been asked to design an outfit for a celebrity. Each pair has a specific
design task. Put the cut-up tasks (from HANDOUT B) into a hat and let
each pair draw their “commission”. Give them a few minutes to draw and
annotate their designs, then ask them to briefly tell the class about them. As
necessary, ask questions to elicit more detail and practice vocabulary.

Antifashion Icons 2
(outfits criticized in the article)

Bieber (trousers, gloves, boots, jacket), Kravitz
(boots), Rihanna (boots), Tyler (Crocs), Puff
Daddy (velour tracksuit), Kanye (jeans)

Liam and Ava 1
(outfits criticized in the recording)

Bieber (trousers, gloves), Rihanna (boots),
Kanye (jeans), Kravitz (boots)

Liam and Ava 2
(Handout A)

1 jelly shoes 1980s, 2 platforms 1970s, 3 zoot
suit 1940s, 4 bell‑bottoms 1960s, 5 lumberjack
shirt 1990s, 6 tie-dye 1960s, 7 mullet 1980s,
8 popcorn shirt 1990s

HANDOUTS
HANDOUT B
Your commission: A special birthday outfit
for the daughter of the president

Your commission: An outfit for a famous
rapper to wear to the royal wedding in
the UK

Your commission: An outfit with the theme
“1980s cool”

Your commission:
A costume for a 1970s theme party

Your commission: A dress for the next
Lady Gaga video

Your commission: An outfit for your best
friend to wear to the president’s birthday
party

Your commission: An outfit to make your
teacher look cool

Your commission: An outfit for your
teacher to wear to a 1990s‑themed costume
party

Your commission: An outfit for an actor
to wear to the Oscars. He’s asked for
“something unusual”

Your commission: A new design of prison
uniform

Your commission: A new strip (= player
uniform) for the England football team

Your commission: An outfit with the theme
“school is cool”

Your commission: A school uniform for
your school

Your commission: A pair of matching
costumes for your teacher and your
classmate

Your commission: An outfit to wear to a party where you really, really don’t want to talk
to anyone
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HANDOUT A

4

3

Hot or Not?
Fashion is something so ugly it has to be changed every
15 minutes
But style is something versatile – it’s in the way you move
and in the way you smile…
From the song “What’s Going On” by Senser
Fashions come and go, and what seems amazingly
cool one minute can look laugh-out-loud embarrassing
the next – and cool again five minutes later. Look at
these pictures of fashions old and new.
Match the correct name to the fashion. (You will NOT use
all the names.) Then listen to the rest of Liam and Ava’s
conversation and check your answers. Alongside each
picture, write down which decade Liam and Eva associate
with each fashion.

Decade:

What do you think about these fashions? Hot? Or not?
platforms
lumberjack shirt

5

rave hair
Decade:

jelly shoes
bell‑bottoms
wideboy pants
mad rags

6

Decade:

zoot suit
tie-dye
rubber sandals
poppy-top

7

mullet
Decade:

popcorn shirt
sharpie

8
2
Decade:

1

Decade:
Decade:
Bridge 09–10
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Activities
October (Age)

Who Are You?

Do most American teens do the following things before
or after they turn eighteen?

pages 6–7
speaking

	before
learn to drive


Task 1
Imagine that you are going to share a room with another
person at an English summer camp. There is a form
you can use to tell the school what kind of person you
would like to share with, but you can only specify five
preferences. Which of these would be most important
to you?
 Age

 Hair Colour

 Citizenship

 Gender

 Eating Habits

 Relationship Status

 Religion

 Clothing Style

 Political Beliefs

 Disability

 Favourite Sports Team

 Taste in Music

 Social Class

 Race

	Morning /  Night
Person

 Something They Hate

after


get a job





live alone





order a beer





November (Gender)

Match the following terms:
1 gender identity
2 gender expression
3 sexuality

A	 is about appearance,
clothing, and behaviour
B is about who you are
attracted to
C	 is about who you feel you
are inside

December (Religion)

Which are the four largest religions in the world?
 Atheism

 Buddhism  Christianity

 Hinduism

 Islam

 Judaism

January–February (Race)

Task 2

Unscramble the following words:

Imagine a person (not your real self) and fill in
a description for each item. Now pretend you are that
person. Speaking as that person (role-playing), talk to
someone else in the class (also role-playing). Would
these two imaginary people get along well? Could they
be roommates (= people sharing a room)?

YTENARCS (your family history) _______________________
ECRA (the colour of your skin) _______________________
ZITESCINIPH (passport) _______________________
TNIAOLYTIAN (legal residence) _______________________

Identity Quiz

THICETNIY (language and culture) _____________________

revision

March (Class)

How much do you remember from our identity series
across all of the magazines this year? Try this quiz to
test your memory.

Choose the correct option for each sentence:
In the UK / US class is focused mostly on wealth, and it
is possible for people to change classes fairly easily. In
the US / UK class is connected to a combination of family
background, wealth, education and type of work, and it is
much more difficult to change your class.

September (Appearance)

Complete the following idioms:
1 Appearances can be _____________________ .

April (Disability)

2 Beauty is only _____________________ deep.

anxiety
addiction	blindness	
deafness	depression
using a wheelchair

3 You can’t judge a _____________________ by its
_____________________ .

Some examples of physical disabilities are:
__________________________________________________

4 You never get a second _____________________ to
make a first _____________________ .

Some examples of mental disabilities are:
__________________________________________________
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Those Little Differences…

Sequel Summer II: Return of
the Sequel

pages 8–9

reading comprehension

page 22

Look at the list of things that surprised people in other
English-speaking countries. Can you connect each one
with the right country as mentioned in the article?

vocabulary practice, speaking
Find three phrasal verbs in the article and use them in
your own sentences.

1 shortening words

__________________________________________________________

2 drinking a lot of tea

__________________________________________________________

3 drinking coffee all day

__________________________________________________________

4 gun ads on billboards

__________________________________________________________

5 walking barefoot in shopping centres
6 playing music in almost every pub

__________________________________________________________

7 having separate taps for hot and cold water

__________________________________________________________

8 eating haggis for breakfast

Discuss

9 paying for petrol before filling up the tank

• Why do you think so many sequels are made?
• Thing of a good / bad sequel you have seen. Why did
you like / dislike it?

10 sleeping in vans
11 travelling for very long distances

• Can you think of any good films that do not have
a sequel? Would you like there to be sequels to these
films? Imagine you work for a movie studio. Work with
a partner or small group to come up with ideas for
new sequels. Think of titles, major characters, and
a very brief description of the story/plot.

12 dressing fashionably
13 wearing tights underneath shorts
14 smiling all the time

Attractions in and around
Montreal
pages 14–15

Cooling Down on a Hot Day
page 17

CD track 9

CD track 11

listening comprehension

listening comprehension

Listen to two people, Jim and Debbie, talking on a hot
day. What are their reasons for refusing these drinks?

Listen to four speakers talking about tourist attractions
in Montreal and not far from it. Which speaker(s)…

Task 1

A	 … suggest(s) that it is a good place to do sports
activities?

lemonade

B … compare(s) the size of something?

____________________________________________________

C	 … speak(s) about animals you can see there?

shaved ice

D	 … give(s) a tip for a winter vacation?

____________________________________________________

E	 … warn(s) that some of the places are not open to
public?

strawberry milk shake
____________________________________________________

F	 … describe(s) an area indoors?

chocolate shake

G	 … say(s) that the place inspired a food item?

____________________________________________________

H	 … mention(s) something connected to bicycles?

Task 2
What are they going to put into their sundae (= sweet
ice-cream dessert)?
____________________________________________________
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The City’s Son by Tom Pollock:
Beth and Pen
pages 10–11

Searching for a Summer Job
Maturita Card

CD track 5

CD track 15

listening comprehension

listening comprehension

Listen to two students who would like to get a summer
job in a shop. They discuss various possible places and
try to agree on something.

Listen to an excerpt from The City’s Son about
the characters Beth and Pen. Answer the following
questions.

Task 1

1 What did Beth spray on the concrete?

Why did they decide to not work in the following places?

2 Where did Beth leave her graffiti?

restaurant / pub:

3 Why did Beth say that her friend Pen was “like
a bottomless well”?

___________________________________________________
supermarket (such as Lidl or Tesco):

4 What did Pen write and where?

___________________________________________________
horse-riding shop:

Let’s Meet Some Climbers
pages 20–21

CD track 12

___________________________________________________

listening comprehension

music shop:

Listen to people talking about three outstanding climbers
and fill correct information into the chart. Some of
the information may not be mentioned in the recording.
In those cases, write “not stated” into the gap.

___________________________________________________

Task 2
What kind of shop have they agreed on?

Ashima Shiraishi

___________________________________________________

age: ________________________________________________

Why?

country: ____________________________________________

___________________________________________________
What are they going to do to achieve their goal?

what makes her an interesting climber:

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Aurora: “Running with the Wolves”

Urko Carmona Barandiaran

pages 26–27

age: ________________________________________________

CD track 19

guessing from context, listening comprehension

country: ____________________________________________

Which verbs do you think can be filled in the following
sentences taken from the song? Try to suggest some.
Then listen to the song and fill in the correct ones.

what makes him an interesting climber:
___________________________________________________

My heart still 1 ____________________

Marcel Remy

My skin still 2 ____________________

age: ________________________________________________

My lungs still 3 ____________________

country: ____________________________________________

My mind still 4 ____________________

what makes him an interesting climber:

The echoes in my mind 5 ____________________

___________________________________________________

My ears can 6 ____________________
My mouth can 7 ____________________
My spirit 8 ____________________
My soul 9 ____________________
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Guy Sebastian:
“Under The Boardwalk”
page 17

Alice Merton: “No Roots”
pages 26–27

CD track 18

CD track 22

guessing from context, listening comprehension

listening comprehension

In each verse of the song, put the first four lines (marked
A–D) into the correct order. (Hint: In each verse you must
start with a different letter.) Then listen to the song to
check your answers.

In each numbered line of the song lyrics one word is
incorrect. Listen to the song and correct the mistakes.
1 Oh, when the heat beats down

Verse 1

2 And melts the tar* up on the roof

A	 I won’t forget to find them

3 And your boots get so hot

B When I grow old, I hope

4 You wish your sweaty feet were fireproof

C	 Hiding things inside them

5 Under the boardwalk, down by the beach

D	 I like digging holes and

6 On a table with my baby is where I’ll be

Cause, I’ve got memories and

Chorus:
7 Under the boardwalk, out of the light

Travel like gypsies in the night
Verse 2

8 Under the boardwalk, we’ll be havin’ some fight

A	 I build a home and wait for

9 Under the boardwalk, children walkin’ above

B Then pack it up in boxes

10 Under the boardwalk, we’ll be much in love

C	 Someone to tear it down

11 From the square you hear

D	 Head for the next town running

12 The loud sound of a carousel*

Cause, I’ve got memories and

13 You can almost taste the pulled-pork sandwiches

Travel like gypsies in the night

14 And fried clams they sell

Verse 3

15 Under the boardwalk, down by the beach

A	 I’ll say a different land

16 On a table with my baby is where I’ll be

B That’s just the wishful* plan

Glossary*

C	 I like standing still* but

tar – a black substance, sticky when hot
carousel – (BrE: merry-go-round) a large machine that turns round and
has wooden or plastic animals or vehicles on which children ride

D	 Ask me where I come from
But I’ve got memories and
Travel like gypsies in the night
Verse 4
A	 The rest is still the same
B I count gates* and numbers
C	 It’s just the place that changes
D	 And play the guessing game
But I’ve got memories and
Travel like gypsies in the night

Glossary*

wishful – you wish for it, but don’t think it will happen
standing still – not moving, staying in the same place
gate – here it refers to the part of an airport where travellers get on or
off a plane
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Lana Del Rey: “Summertime Sadness”
pages 26–27

CD track 21

listening comprehension
Which of the following lines can you hear in the song?
A	 Baby, you’re the best

F	 I’m feeling electric tonight

B I got my blue dress on tonight

G	 If I go, I’ll die satisfied tonight

C	 I’m feeling happy

H	 I’ll miss you forever

D	 I’m on fire

I	 Like the stars miss the moon

E	 Nothing terrifies me anymore

J	 I’m gonna drive

Bonus question

What can cause “summertime
sadness”? Think of a few things from
your own experience.

Solutions
SOLUTIONS
FROM THE MAGAZINE
Czech Edition: Listening, Part Three p. 18

13 maps, 14 Jodrell, 15 1995, 16 botanical
illustrations / illustrations / drawings, 17 public,
18 email, 19 pencil, 20 digital scans / scans

Czech Edition: Writing, Part Two p. 18
1B, 2D, 3C, 4E, 5A

Slovak Edition: B1, Reading, Part 3

1 abilities, 2 struggled, 3 training process,
4 disappointment, 5 skipped, 6 modest

Slovak Edition: B2, Listening, Part 2
1B, 2C, 3A, 4A, 5C, 6A

Mind Benders p. 19

1 They are at Mount Monadnock, ready to leave
for Dinosaur State Park in Connecticut.
2 The entire trip will cost $846.90. They will
have $103.10 left at the end.
3 With Rachel’s brother, the trip would cost
$947.85. They do have enough money to
bring him.

Shakespeare’s Corner p. 19
Guess the Meaning: B

LanguageCert pp. 34–35

B1, Listening Part 4: 1a, 2c, 3b, 4c, 5a, 6b
B2, Listening Part 1: 1a, 2c, 3b, 4c, 5b, 6a, 7b
B1, Reading Part 2: 1C, 2G, 3A, 4D, 5B, 6E

SOLUTIONS FROM THE TF
Grammar Checker
1 is about to, 2 are you doing, 3 am going to
go / am going to, 4 won’t, 5 am about to, 6 am
going to, 7 is going to, 8 am about to, 9 will,
10 will, 11 will, 12 should, 13 will, 14 are you
coming, 15 might, 16 might, 17 won’t, 18 might,
19 going to, 20 should

Crossword
The joke: Where you left it.
ACROSS: 1 open mic, 3 smuggle, 5 anthem,
7 duvet, 13 ten, 14 aroma, 15 city break,
17 Shaw, 18 throne, 19 homebody, 21 demons,
23 network, 24 skill, 28 crude oil, 29 beaver
tail, 30 range, 32 instructor, 36 customs,
37 abbreviate, 39 pragmatist, 40 Ottawa,
Bridge 09–10
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41 decade, 43 hushpuppies, 46 ballad,
48 apocalypse, 49 Wallis, 50 The Incredibles,
52 tale, 53 gold, 55 slippers
DOWN: 2 navigate, 3 seahawk, 4 rent,
6 magnet, 8 urchin, 9 flash, 10 wardrobe,
11 haggis, 12 cell phone, 15 coleslaw, 16 fry,
20 soccer, 21 debut, 22 mixed route, 25 Lana
Del Rey, 26 disgust, 27 nightmare, 31 crash mat,
33 cabin, 34 head of state, 35 wedge, 38 Bell,
39 prodigy, 42 cobalt, 44 rip, 45 Quebecois,
47 Hater, 51 Crocs, 52 tank, 54 lie

Activities
Identity Quiz

September
1 deceiving; 2 skin; 3 book, cover; 4 chance,
impression
October
learn to drive – before, get a job – before, live
alone – after, order a beer – after
November
1C, 2A, 3B
December
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism
January–February
ancestry, race, citizenship, nationality, ethnicity
March
US, UK

Task 2: vanilla ice cream, whipped cream,
cherries, chocolate chips

The City’s Son by Tom Pollock:
Beth and Pen

1 rhino; 2 all over London; 3 (sample answer)
you could share your secrets and fears with
her and she would not use them against you;
4 poems – on kerbs, inside phone boxes, next
to sex adverts

Let’s Meet Some Climbers

Ashima: 17, USA, the youngest person to climb
very difficult routes
Urko: not stated, Spain, he climbs difficult
routes although he lost a leg
Marcel: 95 (he was 94 last year), Switzerland,
he climbs even in his 90s

Searching for a Summer Job
Task 1:

restaurant/pub: working in the evenings
supermarket: the boy tried it and it was
horrible, long hours and low pay
horse-riding shop: the girl doesn’t know
anything about horses, doesn’t live near it,
doesn’t want to spend two hours on the bus
every day
music shop: they don’t have any openings
Task 2

April
physical disabilities: blindness, deafness, using
a wheelchair
mental disabilities: anxiety, addiction, depression

Those Little Differences…

1 Australia, 2 the UK, 3 the USA, 4 the USA,
5 New Zealand, 6 Ireland, 7 the UK, 8 Scotland,
9 the USA, 10 New Zealand, 11 the USA,
12 Canada, 13 the UK, 14 the USA

Attractions in and around Montreal

A 1, 4; B 2; C 3, 4; D 1; E 2; F 3; G 2; H 1, 3, 4

Sequel Summer II: Return of the Sequel

to run out of sth, to slow down, to give up (on) sth

Cooling Down on a Hot Day
Task 1 (sample answers):

lemonade: they can have it any day / it’s not
special enough
shaved ice: Jim doesn’t like the taste
strawberry milk shake: Jim had it yesterday
chocolate shake: it’s too heavy

16

clothes shop / boutique / designer shop;
because they know something about fashion/
clothes (one of them studies design and one
makes textiles); ask a manager of one of
the designer shops

“Running with the Wolves”

1 beats, 2 feels, 3 breathe, 4 fears, 5 cry, 6 hear,
7 speak, 8 talks, 9 believes

“Under The Boardwalk”

1 sun, 2 burns, 3 shoes, 4 tired, 5 sea, 6 blanket,
7 sun, 8 fun, 9 people, 10, falling, 11 park,
12 happy, 13 hot dogs, 14 French fries, 15 sea,
16 blanket

“No Roots”

Verse 1: D, C, B, A
Verse 2: A, C, B, D
Verse 3: C, B, D, A
Verse 4: B, D, C, A

“Summertime Sadness”
A, D, F, H, J
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